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FBI Director James Comey Testimony on “Russian
Hackers”: FBI was Refused Access to DNC Servers,
“Multiple Times”
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FBI Director James Comey sat in the hot seat to testify to congress about the “fake news”
Russian hacks.

In  his  testimony  Comey  had  to  admit  that  “Russian  hackers”  did  not  break  into  the
servers of the Trump campaign or the RNC.

Comey then said that when the FBI wanted to check DNC servers (Hillary Clinton campaign
servers) regarding “Russia hacking”, the FBI was denied access, not once, but multiple
times.

Comey testified that the FBI had to rely on a “private company” to decide whether the DNC
servers where hacked. That private company is Crowdstrike…

It should be noted that Crowdstrike had three funders:  1) Warburg Pincus.  Tim
Geithner, is president of Warburg Pincus, former Secretary of Treasury under
Obama, and formerly worked in the Clinton administration… Uh-oh. Warburg
Pincus was a contributor to the DNC and Clinton campaign. 2) Accel Partners is
also a Crowdstrike funder. According to the Clinton Foundation website, Accel
is a venture capitalist partner in the Endeavor Investor Network created by the
Foundation. Uh-oh. 3) And the last funder of Crowdstrike is Google Capital, now
CapitalG, managed under David Drummond of Google who was instrumental in
‘realigning’ Google search engines to favor Hillary’s campaign. Big uh-oh!

So what we actually have is the authority of one company, Crowdstrike, which
derived all of its funding from venture capitalists linked to Hillary Clinton and
the Clinton Foundation. Funny, they didn’t hide their tracks very well for a high
powered security breach company.

Why would the DNC not allow the FBI to investigate their servers?

We wonder what the DNC and Hillary Clinton could possibly be hiding?

How could the FBI conclude that Russia (and Putin) ordered the hacking of the DNC servers
when the FBI never even got a look at the servers (first hand)?
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